No.A2-1272/2020/MM
District Police Office,
Malappuram
spmpm.pol@kerala.gov.in
04832734983
Dated.14-01-2020

DO No. 52/2020/MM

Sub : Police Estt.–Deputation in respect of Sri. Adarsh Thinkal T S, CPO 6362, DHQ Malappuram at Padmanabhapuram Palace, Thakkala of Archeology Department - Orders issued – reg
Ref : DGO No. 21/2020/PHQ Dtd 04/01/2020

In pursuance of the order contained in the DGO cited, Sri. Adarsh Thinkal T.S, CPO 6362, DHQ Malappuram is transferred and posted at Padmanabhapuram Palace, Thakkala of Archeology Department for a tenure of one year on Deputation basis under usual terms and conditions of Deputation.

He will be repatriated after the expiry of allotted tenure unless further orders of extension have received from the competent Authority. AC DHQ, MPM, may relieve the incumbent forthwith and report compliance.

14-01-2020
Abdul Karim U IPS,
District Police Chief

To : The individual, through AC, DHQ for information and further necessary action
Copy To : 1) The State Police Chief, Thiruvananthapuram, for information
2) The Director, Archeology Department, Sundaravilasam Palace, Fort, Thiruvananthapuram for information and necessary action.
3) Inspector General of Police, North Zone, Kozhikode, for information
4) Deputy Inspector General of Police, Thrissur Range, for information
5) AC DHQ, for information and further necessary action.
6) Addl.SP,AA,Manager, AO, All JSs & Sections for information.
7) CA to DPC